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Abstract—Waveform design aims to achieve orthogonality
among data signals/symbols across all available Degrees of
Freedom (DoF) to avoid interference while transmitted over the
channel. In general, precoding decomposes the channel matrix
into desirable components in order to construct a precoding
matrix, which is combined with the data signal to orthogonality
in the spatial dimension. On the other hand, modulation uses
orthogonal carriers in a certain signal space to carry data
symbols with minimal interference from other symbols. However,
it is widely evident that next Generation (xG) wireless systems will
experience very high mobility, density and time-varying multi-
path propagation that will result in a highly non-stationary of
the channel states. Conventional precoding methods using SVD
or QR decomposition, are unable to capture these joint spatio-
temporal variations as those techniques treat the space-time-
varying channel as separate independent spatial channel matrices
and hence fail to achieve joint spatio-temporal orthogonality.
Meanwhile, the carriers in OFDM and OTFS modulations are
unable to maintain the orthogonality in the frequency and delay-
Doppler domain respectively, due to the higher order physical
variation like velocity (Doppler effect) or acceleration (time-
varying Doppler effect). In this article, we review a recent method
called High Order Generalized Mercer’s Theorem (HOGMT) for
orthogonal decomposition of higher dimensional, non-stationary
channels and its application to MU-MIMO precoding and mod-
ulation. We conclude by identifying some practical challenges
and the future directions for waveform design for MU-MIMO
non-stationary channels based on HOGMT.

I. INTRODUCTION

Any general Linear Time Varying (LTV) channel can be
represented in different domains by using different representa-
tions that can be used to design orthogonal waveforms. Figure
1 shows three such domains; a) Time-Delay Domain, which
is defined by the time-varying impulse response h(t, τ); b)
Delay-Doppler domain, represented by the spreading func-
tion SH(τ, ν) and; c) Time-Frequency domain, defined by
the Time-Frequency (TF) transfer function, LH(t, f). These
domains are inter-related either by Fourier Transform (FT) or
Symplectic Fourier Transform (SFT) [1] as shown in figure 1.
Historically, waveforms have been designed based on the
perspective of the channel presentation. For example, Orthog-
onal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation
uses orthogonal carriers in the frequency domain, which also
alleviates Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) caused by multiple
path delays. However, OFDM symbols cannot maintain its
orthogonality when the channel is affected by relative differ-
ence of transceiver velocities, which is also known as Doppler
effect. This leads to Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI). Recently,
Orthogonal Time Frequency Space (OTFS) modulation has
been proposed [2], which design carriers in the delay-Doppler

Figure 1: General Linear Time Varying model transition in 4-
D domain (time, frequency, delay and Doppler).

domain. The OTFS symbols achieve joint orthogonality in the
time-frequency domain so as to simultaneously cancel both
ISI and ICI.

From another perspective, precoding is widely adopted to
exploit the spatial degree of freedom (DoF) but requires the
Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmitter. SVD-
based precoding for MIMO channels is able to decompose the
MIMO channel into parallel subchannels and achieves capacity
via the water-filling algorithm. Alternately, Dirty Paper Coding
(DPC) for MU-MIMO channels [3] can preemptively cancel
Inter-User Interference (IUI) at the transmitter. With perfect
CSI, DPC is proven to achieve downlink MU-MIMO chan-
nel capacity [4]. However, these waveform design methods
assume that the channel is a stationary process. The non-
stationary (NS) channel model is discussed in [5], where the
second-order statistics of the channel is varying across a 4-
dimensional domain consisting of time-frequency and delay-
Doppler. For MU-MIMO non-stationary channels, the second-
order derivative of the path difference, acceleration difference
(time-varying Doppler effect) will also cause Inter-Doppler In-
terference (IDI), meaning the OTFS symbols can not maintain
their orthogonality in this case. Meanwhile, as the channel
is rapidly time-varying, it is modeled as the channel matrix
that is also a function of time, resulting in a spatio-temporal
channel tensor. In such cases, the SVD-based precoding and
DPC will treat the channel as separate independent spatial
channel matrices, which is unable to capture the joint spatio-
temporal variation of the channel and thus the decomposed
subchannels can not be jointly orthogonal across all DoF.

“How to decompose non-stationary channels and what is
the corresponding signaling scheme” is a challenging open
problem in the literature [6]. To address this, High Order
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Applications Source of NS Performance Gap
V2X, HST, UAV,
Massive/XL-MIMO,
RIS, VLC, THz,
Underwater

High mobility, weather, time-
varying blockage and scatter-
ers, UAV attitude, spatial visibil-
ity, reflection angles and atmo-
spheric absorption.

BER with SoTA:
>10−1 at 20dB
SNR for BPSK [9]
Target Metrics:
10−7<BER<10−5

Table I: Overview of applications in NS channels: Impair-
ments, SoTA and performance gap.

Generalized Mercer’s Theorem (HOGMT) [7] has been shown
to be an effective framework for decomposing MU-MIMO
non-stationary channel. With proper knowledge of the CSI, it
can decompose the high-dimensional channels into indepen-
dent subchannels along each DoF. In this article, we discuss
the possibilities of a novel waveform based on HOGMT called
Multidimensional Eigenwave Multiplexing (MEM) modula-
tion and a precoding technique called HOGMT-Precoding [7],
[8], that are particularly suited for the for xG non-stationary
channels.

The article is organized as follows: We begin by highlight-
ing the challenges in designing waveforms for MU-MIMO
non-stationary channels and the limitations of conventional
methods. This is followed by a thorough review of HOGMT and
a comparative study with other decomposition methods. Next,
we discuss the novel HOGMT-Precoding snd MEM modulation
with comparison to SoTA techniques. Then a qualitative
comparison between the two techniques followed by potential
future research directions. Finally, we conclude the article.

II. CHALLENGES OF PRECODING AND MODULATION FOR
MU-MIMO NS CHANNELS

A. Non-stationarity in Wireless Channels

The entire apparatus for error-free communication is cen-
tered on models and analysis of the Probability Distribu-
tion Function (PDF) that are translated to implementable
transceiver algorithms. Now, symbol detection is relatively
tractable for linear, stationary channels with known distribu-
tions by employing the gamut of tools for Bayesian inference.
However, there are many instances, such as next Generation
(xG), where the PDF of the channel is either non-linear, high-
dimensional, or statistically non-stationary. Depending on the
features of the channel, non-stationarity may arise from the
time-varying Doppler in Vehicle-to-everything (V2X), High-
speed Train (HST) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
channels, from time-varying multipath in MU-MIMO channels
and due to time-varying blockage in Reconfigurable Intelligent
Surfaces (RIS), Terahertz (THz) links, Visible Light Com-
munications (VLC) and underwater channels. Non-stationarity
of the channel is often measured in terms of the stationarity
interval (SI) in time, frequency or space. Unfortunately, con-
ventional methods applied to Non-stationary (NS) channels
are only able to achieve modest error rates that is inadequate
to support high data rate wireless applications like mobile
AR/VR/XR, aerial communications and 4K/8K HDR video
streaming services [10]. These will require waveforms that
are capable of achieving orders of magnitude improvement
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Figure 2: The evolution of conventional modulation techniques

in Bit Error Rate (BER) across all types of channels and
applications. Table I provides a summary of the literature about
this challenging and less explored area of NS channels.

B. Conventional Precoding and Limitations

Precoding has been widely investigated for stationary chan-
nels, where the orthogonality along each DoF is enforced by
decomposing them using linear algebraic tools (e.g., singu-
lar value decomposition (SVD) or QR decomposition [3])
leading to capacity achieving strategies typically under the
block fading assumption, which may not be possible in NS
channels. Therefore, non-stationarity of the channel , leads
to catastrophic error rates even with state-of-the-art precoding
[11] because these are optimized for stationary channels do not
ensure interference-free communication when the distribution
changes rapidly over time. Although, DPC yields interference-
free communication with perfect CSI, current implementation
by QR decomposition of independent channel matrices (H),
does not capture the joint variations across multiple domains
(space (users/ antennas), time-frequency or delay-Doppler).
This joint interference renders conventional decomposition
techniques incapable of achieving flat-fading. Hence, the new
decomposition method is critically important to obtain jointly
orthogonal components in high-dimensional, time-varying pro-
cesses like NS channels. Furthermore, since any channel can
be generated as a special case of a general non-stationary
channel, precoding for NS channels will also apply to any and
all types of wireless channel [1]). This is the main motivation
of this article, which reviews the novel HOGMT decomposition
and precoding that extracts orthogonal eigenfunctions from NS
channels to mitigate joint space-time interference, which is a
significant addition to the literature.

C. Conventional Modulation and Limitations

It is well-known that path delays lead to ISI, which can be
mitigated by OFDM by transmitting symbols in the frequency
domain. On the other hand, the Doppler effect causes ICI,
which can be mitigated by OTFS modulation, where symbols
are transmitted in the Delay-Doppler domain. However, in
NS channels, both the delay and the Doppler effects change
over time and frequency, which leads to interference in the
delay-Doppler domain as well, referred as IDI [12]. Although
detectors have been proposed to mitigate IDI [12], [13],
it cannot ensure interference-free in the delay-Doppler do-
main. As shown in figure 2, these techniques are developed



iteratively to mitigate ISI, ICI and then IDI due to path
difference (∆x), velocity difference (∆x′) and acceleration
difference (∆x′′), by investigating orthogonality in the time,
time-frequency and delay-Doppler domain, respectively. In
general, modulation uses carriers in the domain represented
by high order physics as it is relatively less variant causing
minimal interference. However, in practice there may exist
higher order physical variation ∆x(n) under more complex
xG communication scenarios, leading to interference across
the DoF. This motivates the Multidimensional Eigenwave
Multiplexing (MEM) modulation, which designs carriers in
the eigendomain by employing HOGMT to generate jointly
orthogonal eigenfunctions (or eigenwaves). These modulated
symbols can achieve joint orthogonality while transmitting
over NS channels with high-dimensional variations.

III. DECOMPOSITION OF THE MU-MIMO NS CHANNEL

A. General NS Channel Model

For SU-SISO NS channels, the NS channel is commonly
represented using time-varying impulse response h(t, τ),
spreading function SH(τ, ν) or TF transfer function LH(t, f),
depending on the domain used to transmit the signal and
observe the channel (also the domain for estimating the CSI).
These functions are used to mathematically relate the transmit-
ted and the received signal. For MU-MIMO NS channels, let’s
consider time-varying response h(t, τ) and expand it to incor-
porate the space domain. Then the channel can be modeled as
H(t, τ), which is a 4-D channel tensor. Signal transmitted over
this 4-D channel will incur spatial and temporal interference
from other users and its own delayed symbols, respectively.

Now, if we consider the channel as a continuous system
with respect to both space and time dimensions, which maps
the space-time signal, s(u′, t′) from the transmitter to the
receiver by a Channel Kernel, kH(u, t;u′, t′). Without loss
of generality, we denote u and u′ as a variable in the space
domain that represents both users and antennas. Then received
signal is expressed as,

r(u, t) =

∫∫
kH(u, t;u′, t′)s(u′, t′) du′ dt′ + v(u, t) (1)

where (u′, t′) and (u, t) correspond to the space-time do-
main at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. v(u, t) is
the noise. k(u, t;u′, t′)=hu,u′(t, t−t′) is the channel kernel,
where hu,u′(t, τ) is the element of H(t, τ) at coordinate
(u, u′). The channel kernel can be understood as a transfer
function (different from TF transfer function above) that maps
signals from the transmitter to the receiver in the same domain
((u, t and (u′, t′) in this case) though at different ends (Tx/Rx),
which is an alternate representation of the channel and can
be obtained by the coordinate shift of the channel impulse
response huu′ . Therefore, we find that this joint interference
(from both u′ and t′) varies simultaneously along the space
and time dimensions. This is referred to as the dual space-
time variation property. In other words, it implies that joint
orthogonal bases in the space-time domain at the transmitter

((u′, t′) is not sufficient to ensure interference-free communi-
cation, unless the bases remain orthogonal after propagating
through the channel, meaning also orthogonal in the space-
time domain at the receiver ((u, t)), which is referred as dual
orthogonality.

B. HOGMT: High Order Generalized Mercer’s Theorem

The central challenge in designing waveforms for MU-
MIMO NS channel is the decomposition of the 4-D channel
kernel (kH ) into 2-D eigenfunctions (as the transmitter or
receiver operates in a spatio-temporal 2-D space) that possess
the dual orthogonality property mentioned above. While SVD
is only capable of decomposing separate channel matrices,
Karhunen–Loève Transform (KLT) provides a method to
decompose random processes into component eigenfunctions
within the same dimension. However, KLT is unable to decom-
pose the 4-D channel into orthonormal 2-D space-time eigen-
functions (DoF decorrelation) and therefore cannot mitigate
joint interference in the space-time dimension. On the other
hand, Mercer’s theorem can decompose random processes into
eigenfunctions at different dimensions but is only applicable
to symmetric processes (function whose value remain the
same even after interchanging the variables). However, the
NS channel kernel is not necessarily a symmetric process.
Therefore, a generalized version of Mercer’s Theorem for
asymmetric processes has been proposed, which extends to
high-dimensional cases as well to decompose any asymmetric
4-D channel into 2-D jointly orthogonal eigenfunctions [7]. In
HOGMT, this is mathematically expressed as,

kH(u, t;u′, t′) =
∑N

n=1
σnψn(u, t)ϕn(u

′, t′) (2)

where ψn(u, t) and ϕn(u
′, t′) are eigenfunctions with or-

thonormal properties. σn is a zero-mean random variable
whose variance are the eigenvalues. The orthonormal property
of the eigenfunctions in (2) ensures that the 4-D kernel is
decomposed into jointly orthogonal eigenfunctions (or sub-
channels). Moreover, decomposed eigenfunctions show de-
sired dual orthogonality as follows,∫∫

kH(u, t;u′, t′)ϕ∗n(u
′, t′) du′ dt′=σnψn(u, t). (3)

This suggests that when ϕn is transmitted through the 4-
D channel, it is transferred to ψn with a scaling factor σn,
meaning that decomposed dual joint space-time orthogonal
subchannels experience a flat-fading. Therefore, HOGMT ad-
dresses the first part of the open problem posed in Section I.
We refer to ϕn and ψn as a pair of dual eigenfunctions.

IV. HOGMT-PRECODING FOR MU-MIMO NS CHANNELS

At a high-level, HOGMT decomposes the space-time do-
main of the transceiver into two uncorrelated eigendomains.
Then the transmitter and receiver can be seen as speaking
two different languages at these two eigendomains. HOGMT-
Precoding acts as the “Translator”, which helps the transmitter
to communicate in a certain way so that the receivers as “Lis-



teners” can correctly understand the desired meaning without
any errors. The CSI is equivalent to a common “Dictionary”,
whose accuracy ultimately determines the performance of
the Translator. With perfect CSI, HOGMT-Precoding can help
the transceiver communicate without any potential barrier (in
form of interference). Figure 3 illustrates HOGMT-Precoding
from a system view, theoretical underpinning and geometric
interpretation as discussed below.
System view: The system diagram shows a suggested im-
plementation of HOGMT-Precoding. The spatio-temporal CSI
obtained from the receivers is used to extract the 4-D channel
kernel (an important future research direction), which can
be decomposed into dual 2-D eigenfunctions using HOGMT
to decorrelate the space-time domains at the transmitter and
the receiver. The 2-D eigenfunctions corresponding to the
receiver are used to derive optimal coefficients that minimize
the least square error in the transmitted and received symbols.
Then combining their dual spatio-temporal eigenfunctions
with these coefficients via inverse KLT. Since the eigenfunc-
tions are jointly orthonormal sub-channels over space and
time, precoding using these warrants flat-fading (interference-
free communication) even in the presence of joint space-time
interference. Further, these precoded symbols directly recon-
struct the data symbols at the receiver when combined with
calculated coefficients. Therefore, unlike existing methods that
require complementary decoding at the receiver [3], HOGMT-
Precoding eliminates any receiver processing, significantly
reducing the computational burden or the transceiver.
Theoretical Explanation: The eigendomain expression shows
the theory behind HOGMT-Precoding. To mitigate the dual
space-time variation property of the channel kernel, we have
to find the bases that have dual orthogonality as mentioned
in section III-A, which is conveniently provided by HOGMT
discussed in Section III-B. If Φ and Ψ is a pair of dual eigen-
function sets, then transmitting the set Φ over the channel,
a receiver can obtain its dual eigenfunction set Ψ according
to (3). Therefore, to reconstruct the desired data signal using
eigenfunction set Ψ at the receiver, we can first project data
signal s(u, t) onto Ψ to obtain projections {sn}. Then the coef-
ficients of Φ, {xn} can be obtained by dividing {sn} by {σn}.
Combing eigenfunctions in Φ with corresponding coefficients
{xn}, we have the precoded signal, x(u, t) =

∑
n xnψ

∗
n(u, t),

which answers the second part of the open problem statement
in Section I about signalling scheme for NS channels.

Therefore, HOGMT-Precoding can be seen as transmitting the
eigenfunction set Φ after multiplying with derived coefficients
{xn}, which will transfer to {sn} after scaled by {σn}. Then
the data signal s(u, t) is directly reconstructed at the receiver
by the dual eigenfunction set Ψ with transferred coefficients
{sn} ensures that r(u, t)=

∑
n snψn(u, t)+vn(u, t)=s(u, t)+

v(u, t)=ŝ(u, t), where ŝ(u, t) is the estimated signal. There-
fore, the HOGMT decomposition of the channel allows us to
precode the signal such that all interference in the space
domain, time domain and joint space-time domain are canceled
when transmitted through the channel, leading to a joint spatio-
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Figure 3: HOGMT-Precoding from different points-of-view

temporal precoding scheme. Further, this precoding ensures
that the modulated symbol is reconstructed directly at the
receiver with an estimation error that of v(u, t), thereby com-
pletely pre-compensating the spatio-temporal fading/ interfer-
ence in NS channels to the level of AWGN noise. Therefore,
this precoding does not require a complementary step at the
receiver, which vastly reduces its hardware and computational
complexity compared to state-of-the-art precoding methods
like DPC or SVD precoding.
Geometric interpretation: Given two Hilbert Space HΦ and
HΨ, with bases as the eigenfunction sets Φ and Ψ, respectively,
the precoded signal x(u, t)∈X , where X is the space of reality
(i.e., space-time domain of transceivers), can be seen as a point
px ∈ HΦ, where the coordinate of this point is the coefficient
(power) allocated to the corresponding eigenfunction. Then
the 4-D channel kernel has the mapping H(·) : px → ps,
where the point ps ∈ HΨ represented in space of reality, i.e.,
projected to X is directly the data signal s(u, t) ∈ X . The dual



spatio-temporal variation of the 4-D channel not only transfers
the coordinate of px to ps, but also transfer Hilbert Space HΦ

to HΨ. As HOGMT extracts the duality, which explains the
transformation H(·), and dual orthogonality, which provides
the complete projections P1(·) and P2(·), we can use the
inverse method to construct the precoded signal, i.e., for the
target closed loop W(·) +P1(·) +H(·) +P2(·) = 0, we have
W(·) = −P2(·)−H(·)−P1(·), meaning, W(·) can be obtained
by the inverse process s(u, t) → ps → px → x(u, t), which is
analogous to the theoretical explanation of HOGMT-Precoding
in previous sections.
HOGMT-Precoding is evaluated using the 3GPP 38.901 UMa

NLOS scenario built on QuaDriga in Matlab. The base station
(BS) is equipped with 10 antennas. There are 5 user equip-
ments (UEs) and each of them is equipped with 2 antennas.
The speed of UEs is 120 ± 18 km/h. Figure 5a shows the
BER at the receiver with HOGMT-precoding with 16-QAM
modulated symbols. Since this precoding is able to cancel all
space-time varying interference that occurs in space, time and
across space-time dimensions, it achieves significantly lower
BER compared to DPC that is applicable for the time-invariant
channels. Further, we show that with more eigenfunctions we
can achieve lower BER. With more than 99% eigenfunctions,
it can achieve near-ideal BER, where the ideal case assumes all
interference is canceled and only AWGN noise remains at the
receiver. Although using more eigenfunctions achieves lower
BER, it will cost more energy. The trade-off between energy
and interference cancellation is associated with the maximum
energy efficiency criteria, which is discussed as one of the
future research directions in Section VII.

V. MEM MODULATION FOR MU-MIMO NS CHANNELS

The recently proposed OTFS modulation design carriers in
the delay-Doppler domain achieves orthogonality in the time-
frequency domain but fail to maintain orthogonality in MU-
MIMO NS channels because of mutual correlation between
the Delay-Doppler and TF domains. This motivates further
investigation into identifying symbol carriers to achieve or-
thogonality across all DoF.
Theoretical overview: So far, we have seen that HOGMT
can decompose a 4-D channel into eigenfunctions that are
jointly orthogonal across its DoF. Different from HOGMT-
Precoding, which projects the entire data signal s(u, t) onto
eigenfunction set Ψ, MEM uses these as data-carriers by
modulating each eigenfunction with the data symbol sn as
snψ

∗
n. Since the eigenfunctions are represented as a waveform

at its DoF in MEM, it is convenient to refer to as eigen-
waves in the context of modulation. Note that sn in MEM
modulation is a QAM symbol instead of projections as in
HOGMT-Precoding in Section IV. Multiplexing all symbols and
carriers, we have the transmitted signal, x=

∑
n snϕ

∗
n. Due to

duality, after transmission over the channel, x is transferred
to r=

∑
n σnsnψn + vn at the receiver, where vn is the

noise. As eigenfunctions have the orthonormal property, r
is demodulated by a Matched Filter using each ψ∗

n. Then

Channel

Modulation Demodulation
(Eigenwave Match Filter)

AWGN 

Delay-Doppler

Space

Time-frequency Time-frequency

Delay-Doppler

Space
Eigen

Eigenwaves

Eigen domain view of the multidimensional channel

Figure 4: Multidimensional Eigenwave Multiplexing

the estimated symbol is obtained as ŝn=σnsn + vn, which
suggests that the demodulated symbol ŝn is the data symbol
sn multiplied a scaling factor (channel gain) σn along with
AWGN, meaning there is no interference from other symbols.

Figure 4 shows an example of eigenwave modulation using
HOGMT. At the transmitter, each data symbol, sn is multiplied
by one eigenwave ϕn, obtained by HOGMT decomposition, and
then summed to create the modulated signal. The data symbols
remain independent during transmission over the channel due
to the joint orthogonality of eigenwaves. At the receiver, each
data symbol estimate, ŝn is obtained by a matching filter
using the eigenwave ψn, also obtained as a product of HOGMT
decomposition, giving the data symbol sn multiplied by the
corresponding channel gain, σn with AWGN.

This implies that the data symbol, {sn} has leveraged all
the diversity gain. The reason is that the diversity of the
multidimensional channel at each DoF (space, time-frequency,
delay-Doppler) are merged (integral along each DoF) and
then divided in the eigendomain into independently flat-fading
subchannels or eigenwaves as shown in Figure 4. Therefore,
(HOGMT is a generalized decomposition method for the multi-
dimensional processes, and thus (2) can be directly extended
to 6-D channel kernels as well. For example, the data signal
in (1) can also represent a 3-D space-time-frequency domain
as s(u, t, f). In this case, the channel kernel is extended to
6-D, which maps (u, t, f) to (u′, t′, f ′)). Furthermore, since
eigenwaves achieve diversity in eigenspace, it can be inferred
as diversity achieving for the total channel as well, since
the eigenspace is simply an alternate view of the multi-
dimensional NS channel.
Evaluation: MEM for NS channels is evaluated in Matlab
using the Extended Vehicular A (EVA) model. The speed range
is [100, 150] km/h and the stationarity interval is one OFDM
subcarrier. We also present comparisons to OTFS with time-
frequency single tap (TFST) [14] detector and Zero-Padded
maximal ratio combining (ZP-MRC) [13] detector. For a fair
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Figure 5: Results of HOGMT-Precoding and MEM modulation and its comparison with SoTA

comparison, we also implement a Zero-Padded MEM (ZP-
MEM) version, where zero pad is placed on eigenfunctions
with least σn. ZP length is 1/8 symbol for both ZP-MEM
and ZP-MRC.

Figure 5b compares the BER of MEM, ZP-MEM, OTFS
with TFST and OTFS with ZP-MRC. OTFS with TFST
detector does not work at all in this case and OTFS with ZP-
MRC detector has a similar BER as MEM. This is because
demodulating data symbols on carriers (eigenwaves) with the
least σn will enhance the noise as well. ZP-MEM doesn’t put
data symbols on these eigenwaves, thereby achieving lower
BER. However, for both OTFS with ZP-MRC and ZP-MEM,
the throughput is less than MEM as the zero pad increases
overhead, which is shown in figure 5c. However, optimal
utilization of MEM carriers is certainly a promising future
research direction.

VI. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON BETWEEN
HOGMT-PRECODING AND MEM MODULATION

HOGMT-Precoding and MEM modulation use the same
mathematical tool HOGMT and both leverage dual eigenfun-
tions to achieve the orthogonality. The main difference is that
HOGMT-Precoding uses eigenfunctions to deconstruct and re-
construct the whole data signal at the transmitter and receiver,
respectively. The eigenfunctions are used as projection bases in
this case, the number of which would affect the completeness
of the projection. Therefore, insufficient eigenfunctions lead to
the reconstruction error at the receiver. The coefficient of the
eigenfunction set Ψ at the transmitter {xn} is the energy cost.
Although using more eigenfunctions can achieve lower BER,
it increases the energy cost. While for MEM modulation, each
eigenfunction is used as a data-carrier. Therefore, the coeffi-
cient of Ψ is not the allocated energy but the data symbol {sn}.
Carried by these eigenfunctions, data symbols can parallelly
transmit over orthogonal subchannels. Then the estimation
of each data symbol is independent of other symbols and
eigenfunctions. In this case, the number of eigenfunctions
only affects the throughput. However, symbols carried by
eigenfunctions with small channel gains would enhance the
noise after demodulating, which leads to estimation error.

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In the above sections, we have discussed the decomposition,
precoding and modulation for non-stationary channels. These
techniques are optimal with respect to interference cancel-
lation, though require high accuracy of CSI or high energy
cost. In general, there is always a trade-off between optimality
and robustness. With the imperfect CSI, the performance of
discussed techniques will certainly degrade but we believe that
robust techniques can be developed based on the reviewed
techniques in this article, which provide the theory support
and benchmark for further studying.

A. Spatio-temporal CSI

The most relevant 4-D CSI can be obtained by the double-
selective channel sounder, but it may not provide the CSI
in a timely manner for certain applications. There are some
investigations on 4-D CSI estimation in the literature, such
as [15]. However, in a simpler setting, where the delay effect
does not change in the space domain (users/antennas), the 4-D
CSI H(t, τ) can be obtained by the Kronecker product of the
impulse response and the space channel matrix as H⊗h(t, τ).
Both of these can be obtained using contemporary methods.

B. Robustness with imperfect CSI

Different from MEM modulation, HOGMT-Precoding projects
the whole data signal onto the decomposed eigenfunctions.
Therefore, once there is a CSI error, which leads to the
eigenfunction error, the whole data signal will undergo a
reconstruction error at the transceiver. If we can evaluate
this error caused by each eigenfunction, even in a statistical
manner, and compare it with the canceled interference of this
eigenfunction. Then there exists a trade-off on whether use the
eigenfunction as a part of bases or not. While for the MEM,
the error in each eigenfunction only affects the estimation
of the data symbol carried by this eigenfunction. Then the
trade-off of whether use one eigenfunction as a data-carrier
is determined by if the carried data symbol can be estimated
with the desired accuracy.



C. Energy efficiency

With respect to the maximum energy efficiency, the more
eigenfunctions used in HOGMT-Precoding, the more interfer-
ence can be canceled. The interference cancellation is basically
linear with respect to the number of eigenfunctions used.
That’s because the current linear implementation of HOGMT
only decomposes eigenfunctions for approximating the chan-
nel kernel. Eigenfunctions with more eigenvalue extract more
information of the channel kernel, however, are just orthogonal
bases with basically equal contributions for reconstructing the
data signal. Theoretically, there exists an optimal nonlinear
implementation using tools such as deep learning, that the de-
composed eigenfunctions have high eigenvalues (projections)
with respect to both channel kernels and data signals. Then
we can choose the eigenfunctions with the most eigenvalues
to achieve maximum energy efficiency.

For MEM modulation, data-carriers have different channel
gains. Symbols on the data-carriers with the least gains would
incur the most noise enhancements during demodulation. The
zero-padding MEM just simply discards these data-carriers.
Choosing appropriate carriers and allocating the power for
MEM modulation by certain criteria, like the water-filling
algorithm, is worth further studying.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This article shows the evolution and limitations of waveform
design techniques for MU-MIMO channels. Based on that
we give an overview of HOGMT decomposition, which is
able to decompose any high-dimensional, time-varying pro-
cess into jointly orthogonal eigenfunctions across its DoF.
Empowered by this method, we discuss its applicability for
designing waveforms for xG non-stationary channels using
two approaches: 1) HOGMT-Precoding, that uses the decom-
posed eigenfunctions to deconstruct and reconstruct the signal;
2) MEM modulation that employ the same eigenfunctions
as carriers. Both methods perform better in terms of BER
compared to the SoTA for MU-MIMO NS channels. In spite
of promising results, we believe that there are a number of
interesting open problems that stem from this discussion as
well as future improvements, opening a broad and exciting
new research area for the years to come.
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